I am not for any anti policing legislature that will put our police in further danger from performing their duties. There is one thing that all the most recent “Killings of innocent outstanding citizens” have in common; If they had listened to the police or not have resisted arrest they would all be alive today. Instead of legislating away tools that our police need to keep them safe while protecting us good citizens, you should let justice take it Couse. On all of these most recent unfortunate instances the investigations have not been completed. The problem is not the police but how the “community” interacts with the police. You would benefit the community if you would legislate public service announcement on how to interact with the police and that you would be better served to listen and take your lumps. The current judicial system is stacked in the perpetrators favor anyway; no cash bail and a revolving jail door. How dare you knee jerk anti policing policy before any investigations are completed and how dare you take away the tools the police need to keep them safe while protecting the good citizens who know how to act when interacting with them. Cart before the horse, and guilty before justice